As than 550 beards were
used in the Frontier Fiesta
and growing contest at the
University of Houston. Since
main prizes, including au-
tomobiles and electric refrig-
ators, were given the win-
ers by Houston merchants,
it felt it necessary to
equalize awards so all would
have even start. In the fore-
ground Peggy Ellis applies
razor to John Moore's face
wielding the razor. nums

The beginning of the end was
registered in this picture taken
during the annual Bengali box-
ing tournament at the Univer-
sity of Notre Dame. All pro-
ceeds from the matches are
turned over to missions in the
Province of Bengal, India
hence the name. The unidenti-
fied winner was eliminated in
the next round.

A "How-Do-You-Do-It?" assign-
ment in speech class at the Penn.

A Terrace's Polis
GREAT!...THIS
MONY
S
VETEA
OF
MANY
A
FAMOUS
INTERNATIONAL
TH. RATED AHG•$ GOALS SM
IT IS KNOWN FOR GREAT HORSEMANSHIP AND LOW
HITTING.

NO! YOU HAVEN'T SEEN ANYTHING.YET! KEEP YOUR EYE ON SMITH!

HE'S DONE IT! HIS OPPONENT CAN'T MAKE THE SHOT NOW!

WHAT A SHOT! A SIXTY-YARD BACKHAND FOUL! THE WINNING GOAL!

IT'S A GOAL, SMITH'S TEAM WINS!

EXPERIENCE IS THE BEST TEACHER IN POLO...IN CIGARETTES TOO! I'VE TRIED THEM ALL...CAMELS SWIT MY "T-ZONE" TO A T...

MORE PEOPLE ARE SMOKING CAMELS THAN EVER BEFORE

YOUR "T-ZONE" WILL TELL YOU... FOR TASTE... T FOR THREAT... THAT'S YOUR PROOF...-money for any sige

Camels International Foods

Camel Tobacco Company